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Company: Desmet Ballestra

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Process engineer - Liquid

Job summary

As part of the Process Engineering team you are responsible for the engineering process of

refining, fat modification and oleochemical plants.

Key accountabilities

Design and calculate the refining, fat modification and/or oleochemical process of sold

projects based on contractual and customer specifications, and on Desmet standards and best

practices.

Size and specify the required equipment.

Produce and compile related engineering documents (basic PFD, heat & mass balances,

utilities & consumptions, P&ID’s, operating manuals, description of automation, HAZOP

studies, …).

Perform plant start-up and commissioning activities and carry-out troubleshooting.

Gather and report site technical data and experience to improve our products and

processes.

Improve existing processes and equipment.

Participate in and support R&D activities and projects: perform feasibility studies and

contribute to the development of new designs.
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Give internal support and assist customers regarding health & safety issues, environmental

aspects, permits,…

Required profile

Required Education / Experience

Master in Engineering (Chemical, Mechanical or Bio engineering).

Knowledge, Skills & Abilities

Special interest for processes and Unit Operations.

Pro-active and self-driven attitude, able to prioritize & meet deadlines.

Accurate and work organized.

Team player, sharing essential information.

Sufficiently analytical for trouble solving

Willingness to travel for short periods, representing our company.

English is required, French or Dutch preferred (strong asset), and any other language is an

asset.

Our offer

You will join a global market leader in an international environment with highly talented

colleagues. We’ll offer you a fulltime position with an attractive compensation package with good

benefits and the opportunity to grow and develop in your skills, competencies, and career.
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